ocean tested

Tether Types
Kong hook, double tether rank high.
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Marine’s 6-foot elastic tether with with Kong snap hook, and a third
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that used the patented doubleWichard elastic single-leg:
action Gibb hook.
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Both this tether and the West
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715 snap hook at
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snap hook was that,
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by the International
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snap hooks
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Sailing Federation. Usinward to open the gate. Because
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squeezing effort to release. It
presses against the gate.
tethers, the harness attachwas also noted that the hinge
Bottom line: Testers were
ment was a snap shackle
mechanism tended to pinch
unanimous in their preference
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the fold of skin between
for the Kong snap hook and, at
knotted or threaded with plastic
the thumb and forefinger,
least on this trip, any inconvebeads to make it easy to grasp). This
which happened repeatnience caused by having two
allows the user to quickly disengage
edly to one user during
legs instead of one was outthe tether in an emergency, even if
the trip.
weighed by the added safety.
it is under load.
Non-elastic tether
The well-made Wichard harLast summer, on a passage from
with screw-gate clips:
ness and snap hook maintains
Boston to Bermuda aboard an AlThis non-elastic tether was the
its recommended status, but
den 44, PS testers had the chance to
least favorite of the three. The
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compare how three common types
stainless Italian-made carabinera weaker grip to look first at
of snap hooks function in actual
type clips were slow to open and
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cons of a two-legged tether, which
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shackle at the harness end also
Contacts
always connected to the boat when
counted against it.
moving from one jackline or fixed
Double leg tether with Kong
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point to the next.
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www.kong.it
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west marine, 800/452-8464
jacklines and a series of customto be a nuisance because the spare
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attached. Three types of tethers
ticularly when transitioning from
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were used for the comparison.
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